MARCH 2024
Cline-Ransome, Lesa – One Big Open Sky
Collings, Michaelbrent – The Witch in the Woods
Coven, Wanda – Biggest Secret Ever!
DiCamillo, Kate – Ferris
Foody, Amanda – The Night Compass
Gemeinhart, Dan – Coyote Lost and Found
Headen, Sandra W. – Warrior on the Mound
Hoyle, McCall - Millie
Isler, Emily Barth – The Color of Sound
Johnson, Anna Rose – The Luminous Life of Lucy Landry
Kelly Erin Entrada – The First State of Being
Lapera, Anna – Mani Semilla Finds Her Quetzal Voice
Larocca, Rajani – Son of the Golden Beasts
Lee, Lyla – Gigi Shin Is Not a Nerd
Lynch, Chris – Walkin’ the Dog
Mara, Maddy – Lulu Flutters
McDermott, Siobhan – Paper Dragons: The Fight for the Hidden Realm
McMillan, Kate – Maple’s Theory of Fun
Millington, Allie - Olivetti
Netz, Mo – The Lumbering Giants of Windy Pines
Nielsen, Jennifer A. – Uprising
Rivera, Kaela – Cece Rios and the Queen of Brujas
Schu, John – Louder Than Hunger
Silvey, Craig - The Underdogs of Upson Downs
Soontornvat, Christina – City of Wishes
Stilton, Geronimo – Geronimo Stilton #83
Stine, R. L. – Goblin Monday
Terese, Ali – Free Period
Wang, Andrea – Summer at Squee
Yolen, Jane – In and Out the Window
Zarr, Sara – Kyra, Just for Today

APRIL 2024
Bradley, Kimberly Brubaker – The Night War
Cube Kid – Shadow Over Aetheria
Currie, Lindsay – The Mystery of Locked Rooms
DasGupta, Sayantani – The Ghost Forest
Fagan, Deva – A Game of Noctis
Gibbs, Stuart – Charlie Thorne and the Royal Society
Gonzalez, Mandy – The Takeover
Griffiths, Andy – The 169-Story Treehouse: Doppelganger Doom!
Kagawa, Julie - Lightningborn
Kelly, Lynne – The Secret Language of Birds
Hunter, Erin – Warriors: A Starless Clan: Wind
Lowry, Lois – Tree, Table, Book
MacLachlan, Patricia – Painting the Game
Melki-Wegner, Skye – The Deadlands: Survival
Miller, Kalena – South of Somewhere
Reynolds, Justin A. - Running in Flip-Flops from the End of the World
Schmidt, Gary – A Little Bit Super: With Small Powers Come Big Problems
Williams, Alicia D. – Mid-Air

MAY 2024
Applegate, Katherine – The One and Only Family
De La Cruz, Melissa – Beyond the Isle of the Lost
Fipps, Lisa – And Then, Boom!
Gutman, Dan – Mrs. Marge Is in Charge!
Ireland, Justina – The Boo Hag Flex
Lee-Yun, Jenna – The Last Rhee Witch
Magoon, Kekla – The Secret Library
Murphy, Julie – Moon Madness
Roux, Madeleine – Last Best Hope
Sanders, Davan – Minecraft: The Tournament
Steadman, A.F. – Skandar and the Chaos Trials
Stecher, Leah – The Things We Miss
Voigt, Cynthia – When Wishes Were Horses